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ABSTRACT
We propose ClaVis, a visual analytics system for comparative anal-
ysis of classification models. ClaVis allows users to visually com-
pare the performance and behavior of tens to hundreds of clas-
sifiers trained with different hyperparameter configurations. Our
approach is plugin-based and classifier-agnostic and allows users
to add their own datasets and classifier implementations. It pro-
vides multiple visualizations, including a multivariate ranking, a
similarity map, a scatterplot that reveals correlations between pa-
rameters and scores, and a training history chart. We demonstrate
the effectivity of our approach in multiple case studies for training
classification models in the domain of natural language processing.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Visual analytics; Informa-
tion visualization; •Computingmethodologies→Machine learn-
ing.
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Visualization, visual analytics, classifier comparison, machine learn-
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1 INTRODUCTION
Machine learning has gained much attention over the last few
years. It reaches out into almost all areas of science, technology,
and society and has become the state of the art in research areas
such as computer vision and natural language processing.

Building and understanding machine learning and especially
deep learning models has remained a major challenge though. One
promising approach leverages interactive visualization that allows
machine learning developers to better understand the different
facets in the development process [11, 29].

In this work, we focus on the challenge of comparing different
classification models and hyperparameterizations thereof, although
our approach could be extended to other domains, such as regres-
sion or sequence-to-sequence transformation. We use the word
hyperparameter to encompass every parameter that influences the
structure or training of a classifier, including data preprocessing
options, neural network architecture, and learning rate.

Classification is a task with many important applications, such
as autonomous driving [13, 25] and medical diagnosis [43]. How-
ever, finding the best classifier strategy, architecture [18, 21], and
parameters for a given problem is a nontrivial task. Developers
have to consider how to preprocess the dataset and which features
to extract from it and then carefully choose the kind of classifier
and appropriate values for its hyperparameters. They often do
this through trial-and-error, by manually or automatically training
multiple models with different parameter configurations and then
comparing scores such as accuracy or precision and recall. In many
cases a good prediction is not enough, and the classifier has to
also fulfill other requirements or constraints such as low time and
resource costs for training and prediction.

The analysis of all those scores is tedious and limits the devel-
oper’s insight. For example, it might be hard to quickly grasp trends
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Figure 1: Screenshot of ClaVis with a ranking of classifiers (A) and a scatterplot showing characteristic quantities (B). A sidebar
(C) displays details of the currently highlighted classifier. In this example, we are interested in how size and optimizer choices
affect the performance of Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs). With coloring by optimizer, the ranking reveals that the Adam
optimizer (orange) outperforms SGD (green) in accuracy and training time. In the scatterplot, we choose layer sizes and test
accuracy as X and Y axes and encode training time as area. We see that MLPs trained using Adam are higher up (better) and
smaller (trained faster).

or trade-off relations, where one classifier is better in one score
but worse in another, by only looking at numbers. There is also
no insight into how different hyperparameter values contribute to
the result, or why certain values do not produce a well-performing
classifier. Related work mostly focuses on visualizing the inner
workings of classifiers, to better understand them, and does not
help developers make an informed parameter choice by providing
a visual way to inspect the influence of different parameterizations.

To mitigate these problems, we propose to leverage visual param-
eter space analysis [34] for classifier comparison. We first sample
different classifier parameterizations and train a model for each
and then provide developers with interactive visualizations to give
them an overview of these models (usually in the range of tens
to hundreds of models). This allows them to better understand
similarities, groupings, and patterns such as correlation between
parameter values and performance scores. Our visual parameter
space analysis approach is model-agnostic and thereby able to sup-
port arbitrary classification algorithms instead of being limited to,
for example, convolutional neural networks or decision trees.

In this work, we make the following contributions: We compile
a set of high-level tasks that are common in classifier design and
propose design considerations to address these tasks. Based on our
considerations, we implement an interactive visualization system
called ClaVis that instantiates the idea of visual parameter space
analysis for classifier comparison. ClaVis provides support for both
the sampling and analysis process. It was developed by a team of

three visualization experts and three machine learning experts in an
iterative design process inspired by design study methodology [35]
and the nested model framework [26, 28].

We evaluate ClaVis with multiple case studies using real datasets
and classifiers from the domain of natural language processing.
The results show that our approach effectively supports important
tasks such as finding good classifiers, detecting problems in their
prediction or training behavior, and analyzing the influence of
hyperparameters on the prediction behavior.

In our supplementary material1, we provide the full source code
of ClaVis and a video that shows how users interact with it.

2 RELATEDWORK
We review related work on classifier analysis, parameter analysis,
and user-guided model selection.

2.1 Classifier Analysis
Most existing approaches for classifier analysis focus on single
classifiers or support the comparison of only a few at once.

TensorBoard, a part of TensorFlow [1], displays a node-link di-
agram of a model’s structure [42]. It also allows users to analyze
training logs of classifiers by displaying metric line charts for all
epochs to reveal already during the training if and how well the

1https://github.com/fheyen/ClaVis/

https://github.com/fheyen/ClaVis/
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classifier learns. We implemented an aggregated version of his-
tory line charts to facilitate analyzing and comparing the training
behavior of multiple classifiers or groups of them.

Some previous work supports the creation or analysis of sin-
gle classifiers. With EnsembleMatrix [38], users can interactively
combine classifiers via ensemble learning and see their confusion
matrices alongside the matrix of the result. RuleMatrix [27] helps
analysts better understand the behavior of a classifier by treating it
as a black box and approximating its prediction behavior with a rule
list, which is easier to explain and visualize.ModelTracker [4] shows
the predictions of a binary classifier as colored squares that are
positioned by probability to reveal the distribution of probabilities
and errors. An approach to inter-active learning [16] includes the
visualization of weak classifiers to help understand and improve
combined classifier performance. While these approaches allow the
user to create and analyze single classifiers, they are not suited for
the comparison of multiple classifiers.

Certain approaches only allow comparing a few classifiers or
do not work for a high number of classes. Squares [31] supports
the analysis and comparison of arbitrary multi-class classifiers. It
shows the distribution of a classifier’s predicted probabilities in one
binned chart per class, indicating the confidence of predictions. The
visualization can display further details by drawing small squares
for all data samples and coloring them by their correct class. Clas-
silist [19] shows the distribution of predicted probabilities for each
class separately and all classes combined. It can compare multiple
classifiers by showing juxtaposed visualizations for each of them,
but does not scale to more than a few classifiers. Alsallakh et al. [3]
use a confusion wheel to visualize the entries of one binary confu-
sion matrix per class. Each class has its own sector where it shows
the entries of that matrix as stacked bars for different probability
bins. All sectors are connected by curves that encode the class
confusion in their width. The visualization may also be used to
compare two classifiers by showing what they have in common
and where one is better than the other, but cannot compare many
classifiers at once. Our work goes beyond these existing approaches
by offering a model-agnostic analysis framework for comparing up
to several hundreds of classifiers and their parameterizations.

2.2 Parameter Space Analysis
The main idea of visual parameter space analysis is sampling differ-
ent inputs, computing the respective outputs, and using visual ana-
lytics to understand the relation between both [34]. This approach
is generic and fits well to analyzing machine learning models.

On the TensorFlow Playground website [37], users can build and
train small neural networks. It visualizes the decision boundaries
and weights for all neurons and is useful for learning and teaching
about the general concept of neural networks and the importance
of hyperparameters and feature selection. However, it does not
scale to larger and more complex types of networks and does not
support strategies other than neural networks, such as Support-
vector Machines (SVMs) or tree-based classifiers.

To compare classifier behavior, Japkowicz et al. [2, 17] perform
a projection of classification results via dimensionality reduction
(DR). They do this by flattening confusion matrices or other scores
into vectors that are then projected to a two-dimensional subspace.

We extend this approach to the predicted class probabilities that
contain more information on the classifier’s behavior. Their work
also inspired us to include the optimal classifier as a reference
that shows the location of an ideal prediction in the projection.
This allows us to visually compare classifiers to each other and the
optimum in a way that is more informative than a simple ranking.

VisCoDeR [11] shows the different behaviors of DR algorithms
and how they distort the original distances between data points.
Juxtaposed scatterplots display the result of each algorithm for
comparison. In a meta visualization, VisCoDeR compares the in-
fluence of DR algorithm and parameter choices by projecting the
dimensionality-reduced data of all algorithms from a space of pro-
jections down to a two-dimensional image. This is similar to our
similarity map visualization, where we project the scores or predic-
tions of multiple classifiers in order to show similarities.

2.3 User-Guided Model Selection
Automated Machine Learning (AutoML) systems [5, 7, 18, 20, 39],
simplify the search for appropriate hyperparameter values via au-
tomatic sampling of the parameter space. This process can be made
more efficient by incorporating user knowledge about a dataset or
problem. Gil et al. [14] propose a human-guided machine learning
approach, where users interactively collaborate with an AutoML
system, and compile user tasks and requirements for this approach.
Users distrust AutoML and tend to use as many resources for hy-
perparameter search as they can, making the process less efficient.
ATMSeer [41] addresses this by allowing users to compare models
on three levels of detail and modify the search space in real time
according to their findings. In the ranking visualization, it is not
possible to compare different properties. The focus is on comparing
different models, and a compact overview for one specific classifier
is not available.

In addition to pipeline creation and model selection, Santos et
al. [33] also support the user in augmenting a dataset by searching
for matching data online and incorporating it. While they include
a ranking that can be sorted according to different metrics, the
values are only displayed as numbers. Our ranking visualization
provides a visual comparison between values. Their approach for
comparison is also limited to comparing one model to all others
and does not allow users to compare different sets of models that
are, for example, grouped by classification algorithm.

Cashman et al. [10] propose an exploratory model analysis work-
flow that guides the user from the exploration of the dataset and
possible problem types through model generation to model explo-
ration and selection. They focus on supporting the user in producing
good models rather than gaining insights. Only a simple ranking
and confusion matrices are available for classifier comparison, no
further comparative visualizations.

In contrast to our work, the above model selection approaches
do not allow expert users to implement their own classifiers, but
instead use AutoML libraries that are often limited to certain algo-
rithms. Developers cannot simply incorporate their existing clas-
sifiers’ code in order to compare them or use them as a baseline.
None of these approaches provides insight into the training history.
They support multiple machine learning tasks and are not specifi-
cally designed for classifier comparison, so some of them do not
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include typical visualizations such as confusion matrices. As our
approach currently focuses on classification, we provide confusion
matrices for single and multiple classifiers. Our filtering is more
flexible, making it easier to select interesting subsets of models for
the analysis, for example by filtering on scores and hyperparame-
ters. In addition to scores that measure the quality of predictions,
we support an analysis of the required resources that are reflected
in the time that classifiers need for training and prediction.

3 PROBLEM CHARACTERIZATION
Developing well-performing classifiers is a nontrivial task, since
there are many possible hyperparameter choices and the influence
of parameter values or combinations thereof is unclear. During
multiple meetings and a pre-study with machine learning students,
our team of visualization and machine learning experts found these
high-level tasks to be important for classifier design and analysis:

T-optimal. Finding good classifiers by choosing appropriate
hyperparameters

T-sensitivity. Understanding parameter influences on scores
T-similarity. Comparing classifiers’ prediction behaviors to

each other and to an optimum
T-training. Understanding how hyperparameters influence the

training behavior
T-confusion. Detecting class-specific errors and difficulties
T-separability. Analyzing the dataset for class overlaps and

outliers

To support every type of classifier and since models can be huge,
we focus on analyzing and visualizing the following data:

D-parameters. The chosen hyperparameter values, including
data preprocessing options and the classifier algorithm and
architecture

D-predictions. The resulting predictions for training and test
set, i.e. the predicted class labels and class probabilities for
all samples

D-scores. The classifiers’ scores such as accuracy, training time,
and confusion matrix for both training and test set

D-history. The training history for classifiers that are trained
in iterations or epochs, such as neural networks

D-dataset. The data samples with their features and class labels

4 DESIGN
In this section, we will first provide an overview of the workflow
and then explain how we address each of the tasks from Section 3.

4.1 General Overview
The high-level steps of the user workflow in classifier development
are (1) choosing hyperparameters and training multiple classifiers,
(2) analyzing the resulting data such as scores and predictions, (3)
if the result is not satisfactory, repeat from (1) and make use of the
newly gained insight to improve or extend the search space. Our
approach reflects those steps and consists of two parts: a training
framework and a visual analytics frontend.

The detailed workflow consists of the following steps: (1) The
developers implement plugins for their datasets and classifiers.
(2) They then create a batch job that contains all hyperparameter
configurations they want to train. (3) Our training system loads and
preprocesses the data and samples models from the hyperparameter
space. (4) After all models have been trained, the developers analyze
the resulting data in our interactive visual analytics frontend.

Our plugin system is based on Python to allow developers to
reuse existing code and to have access to commonmachine learning
libraries. This system brings a lot of freedom: Different network
structures for example can be either represented in separate plugins
or controlled via hyperparameters, depending on the developer’s
choice. Together with our implementation, we also provide a set of
various example datasets and classifiers, that allow you to quickly
try out our system or to get a baseline on new datasets.

ClaVis’ frontend consists of multiple coordinated views that
allow for different perspectives on the classification models, in-
cluding a ranking that helps to find the best classifier in regard
to different scores, a scatterplot that shows correlations between
hyperparameters and scores, a similarity map where classifiers with
similar predictions are clustered together, and a history line chart
that helps to spot problems such as overfitting.

We support general interaction techniques like filtering, sorting,
grouping, zooming, and panning. For example, classifiers can be
filtered by manual selection, by hyperparameter values, or by se-
lecting the top 𝑛 classifiers after sorting by an attribute. Users can
change color schemes to compensate for color blindness or bright
environments. The supplementary material for this paper contains
a video that shows these features in more detail.

We now explain how ClaVis supports the different tasks listed
in Section 3 through its visual encodings and interactions. To keep
things simple, we use small example datasets for illustration. Use
cases with large-scale real data will be covered in the next section.

4.2 T-optimal: Finding Well-Performing
Classifiers

A common strategy for building a classifier is training multiple
models and then selecting the one with the best accuracy, 𝐹1 score,
or similar. Other factors, such as the time required for training and
prediction, which has an impact on resource needs and response
time, might also be relevant and force the developer to make com-
promises. It is therefore helpful to visualize multiple scores at once,
while ordering classifiers by one score at a time, to show how much
better or worse one is compared to the others. Rankings are an
intuitive way to represent items ordered by some attribute, and bar
charts are commonly used to compare them. LineUp [22] combines
those visualizations into a multivariate ranking.

Our ranking view (Figure 1A) is inspired by LineUp and shows
which classifiers are good in which regards, by allowing the user
to sort or group them by hyperparameter values or scores. Single
score rankings allow users to find good classifiers regarding that
score; a line connects each classifier’s bars in all rankings.
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Figure 2: The correlation matrix (cut, see also Figure 1) pro-
vides an overview of hyperparameter and score relation-
ships by encoding correlation as red (negative), green (posi-
tive), and yellow (no correlation). Each row represents a hy-
perparameter and the columns correspond to training accu-
racy, test accuracy, training time, and test time (left to right).
In this case, we see that the chosen poolingmethod has a sig-
nificant impact on the test accuracy (red square).

4.3 T-sensitivity: Analyzing the Influence of
Hyperparameters on Scores

Hyperparameters influence the training of amodel in complexways,
as multiple parameters have to be tuned together and work well
only when correctly combined. Classifier developers need to un-
derstand the influence and stability of parameters in order to know
what parameter causes a problem and to be able to choose appro-
priate values. The correlation between two variables is commonly
analyzed in a scatterplot.

We provide a scatterplot view that encodes classifiers as points.
The axes correspond to hyperparameters or scores; the latter can
also be encoded by the area or color of the points (Figure 1B). This
reveals interesting patterns, such as a positive correlation between
a parameter and a score until a certain optimum and then a plateau
or negative correlation when the parameter’s value increases fur-
ther. When using two scores as axes, the scatterplot can indicate
overfitting by revealing classifiers with high training scores but
low test scores. Next to the scatterplot, we display a correlation
matrix to provide an overview of all possible combinations of hy-
perparameters and scores (Figures 1 and 2).

4.4 T-similarity: Analyzing the Prediction
Behavior

Performance scores, such as accuracy, can be misleading in several
ways. One classifier might be better than others in accuracy even
when its predicted class probabilities are not very confident, since
only the most probable class is predicted each time. This might
lead to the developer choosing a classifier with low confidence,
that could perform poorly in production. Classifiers that are more
similar to the correct predictions should be considered to be better
than those that are not. Closeness and clusters of similar items are
usually visualized by distance matrices or scatterplots.

We implemented and evaluated a color-coded distance matrix
in a pre-study, but did not find it effective for the analysis. In-
stead, ClaVis provides a similarity map that displays classifiers as
dots in a scatterplot. Users can see how similar classifiers are in
both their predicted class labels and the raw class probabilities

Figure 3: Our similarity map shows that classifiers with sim-
ilar predictions have a similar performance. Green indicates
high, magenta low test accuracy. Classifiers are near others
with similar accuracy. Good classifiers are also closer to the
correct predictions (Optimal) and farther away from thema-
jority class baseline (Naive). The classifiers shown here and
in Figure 4 are trained on the IRIS dataset [12].

Figure 4: From the classifiers shown in Figure 3, we keep
the MLPs and color them by their optimizer (blue: Adam,
orange: Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)). Classifiers with
the same optimizer are generally closer to each other than
to those with different ones. This is the only parameter that
clearly clusters them in this experiment, indicating a strong
influence of optimizers on predictions.

by visually analyzing how close they are to each other. We com-
pute the scatterplot’s layout by concatenating the predictions into
vectors, as Japkowicz et al. did [2, 17], and projecting them to a
two-dimensional image via dimensionality reduction techniques
such as PCA [30], MDS [40], t-SNE [23], or UMAP [24], depending
on the user’s choice. Figures 3 and 4 show that similar classifiers
are indeed closer to each other and well-performing ones are gen-
erally closer to the optimal classifier, which serves as a reference
by always returning the correct predictions.
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Figure 5: To facilitate the comparison between groups of
classifiers in the history view, we provide the option to only
show the mean and confidence interval of each group’s his-
tories (right) instead of all histories at once (left).

4.5 T-training: Analyzing the Training
Behavior

Some classifier types, such as neural networks, are trained itera-
tively in several epochs. After each epoch, scores such as loss and
accuracy are computed on the training set and a separate validation
set. These scores are helpful to see how fast and how steady the
performance of a classifier increases, if it does increase at all, or if it
plateaus or drops after some number of epochs. When developers
only consider the final score, they might miss problems such as
under- or overfitting, which they could possibly avoid by adjusting
hyperparameters or using early stopping instead of abandoning
a certain parameterization entirely. Temporal data is usually dis-
played in line charts, as it is done in TensorBoard [1] which allows
for the live-analysis of model training progress.

We provide a similar interface, so users that are familiar with
TensorBoard can use it without the need to learn a new system.
Since our approach needs to display many histories at once, we
add coloring by hyperparameters and scores and an aggregated
representation where groups of classifiers are shown as mean and
confidence interval (Figure 5).

This view was helpful during the development process, when we
tested our implementation and a neural network performed worse
than expected. Its history showed that one model with this network
had low scores at the beginning but then quickly arrived at a high
accuracy. Apparently, others were stopped in their training before
they could do the same. Increasing the early stopping patience
indeed solved this problem.

4.6 T-confusion: Detecting Class-Specific
Errors

In most datasets, some classes are easier to separate than others.
Confusion matrices are commonly used to show which classes are
confused with which and how often.

We display confusionmatrices for each classifier and also provide
an average confusion matrix for a selection of multiple classifiers.
Values are color-coded and shown relative to the class size or as
absolute sample counts (Figure 6).

4.7 T-separability: Analyzing the Dataset
Some of the problems that confusion matrices indicate might be
caused by properties of the dataset. One example are different

Figure 6: The confusion matrix shows how a classifier la-
beled the samples of each class. Numbers below the matrix
show the size of each class. We support different modes: On
the left, all values are colored and the correct predictions
(diagonal) dominate the view. In the middle, only errors are
colored to make them easier to distinguish. On the right, all
numbers are shown in percent of the class size for matrix
cells or dataset size for class sizes.

Figure 7: The dataset view reveals outliers and class overlap
in a subset of the MNIST dataset [6] using t-SNE [23]. This
figure shows how highlighting supports this task.

numbers of samples per class, which can lead to biased classifiers.
Classes with a lot of overlap are hard to separate and outliers are
often hard to classify.

To reveal such patterns, we include a dimensionality reduction
scatterplot of the data, with samples colored by their class label.
Additionally, a bar chart visualizes the class sizes and a table shows
relative and absolute sample counts. Interactive highlighting of all
samples from a class helps find possibly problematic samples in the
scatterplot (Figure 7).

5 CASE STUDIES
In this section, we demonstrate how ClaVis can effectively support
classifier developers in their work. We do this in multiple case
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Figure 8: After choosing the axes and applying jitter to the
pooling dimension, the scatterplot view clearly shows that
max pooling leads to a better accuracy than average pooling
in most of the classifiers.

studies with different real world, natural language processing (NLP)
datasets from the machine learning experts in our team.

First, we analyze models trained for dialog act classification on
the datasets Meeting Recording Dialog Act Corpus (MRDA) [36] and
Switchboard Dialog Act Corpus (SWDA) [15]. To avoid focusing on
only one kind of NLP problem, we also study the speech corpora
IEMOCAP [8] and CREMA-D [9] for emotion recognition.

5.1 MRDA and SWDA
We trained convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with different
options for pooling, dropout, number of filters, and kernel size.
Although the datasets have different structures (5 classes in MRDA
and 42 in SWDA), the results were similar. We therefore only show
images for the MRDA dataset.

The most salient difference we saw was between max pooling
and average pooling. In the scatterplot view, the correlation matrix
showed that there was probably an impact of the pooling method
on scores (Figure 2). When clicking on the corresponding square to
select pooling method and test accuracy as axes, we observed that
max pooling was clearly better in most cases (Figure 8). We then
swapped accuracy for training time and found that CNNs with max
pooling were also training faster.

In the similarity map, we saw two clearly separated clusters for
classifiers that used average pooling and max pooling, respectively.
This means that the pooling method has a strong influence on the
predicted probabilities.

Furthermore, the history view for the MRDA dataset showed a
strange training behavior for classifiers with average pooling, where
the validation accuracy sometimes decreased substantially for a
single epoch and then improved again (Figure 9). This was not the
case for max pooling, which was easy to spot by coloring the lines
by pooling method. Stopping the training at one of these epochs
would lead to a significantly worse test accuracy than stopping one

Figure 9: Classifiers show different training behaviors de-
pending on pooling method. Here, all classifiers’ training
histories are shown together. Dashed lines represent train-
ing and solid lines validation accuracy. Average pooling (or-
ange) sometimes leads to a drop in validation accuracy for
single epochs. Classifiers trained with max pooling (blue)
learn faster and more stable.

Figure 10: The ranking view can group classifiers by hyper-
parameter values and then show mean or median values or
the best classifier for each group. In this case it shows the
mean accuracies and times for different C values in SVMs.
We can see that a value of 1 leads to good results in both
accuracy and time.

epoch later. Without the history view, we would not have known
about this difference in stability between pooling methods.

After deciding against using average pooling, we filtered out the
respective classifiers and looked for further differences. Although
these were not as pronounced, the ranking, scatterplot, and history
views all revealed, for example, that in most cases a dropout ratio
of 0.5 performed better than a ratio of 0.7. With these new insights,
we could now refine our search space and train more models using
the hyperparameters that worked well and then analyze them for
further insights.
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5.2 IEMOCAP
For the IEMOCAP dataset, we trained MLPs and SVMs and eval-
uated them via five-fold cross validation. We first looked at the
ranking and grouped the results by fold number, to see if the classi-
fiers have similar mean test accuracies on all folds. Since this was
the case, we assumed that the folds where chosen fairly.

Next, we wanted to know which value works best for the C
hyperparameter of SVMs. We therefore grouped them by this pa-
rameter in the ranking and saw that on average a value of 1 works
fine for both accuracy and training time (Figure 10).

For the MLPs, we wanted to know if the cross validation folds
have an influence on the training behavior. When grouping by fold,
we found that the classifiers that were tested on fold 1 (i.e. trained
on all other folds) were trained for almost twice as many epochs
than those that were tested on fold 3.

5.3 CREMA-D
For the CREMA-D dataset, we looked at the dataset view to see
which classes are easier to separate than others. To do this, we high-
lighted each class and looked for overlaps. The classes angry and
sad seemed to be easier to separate than the rest. This confirmed
prior experience and was also visible in the confusion matrices.
Furthermore, we saw that the data looked rather scattered instead
of clustered by classes, regardless of which dimensionality reduc-
tion we tried (PCA, UMAP, and t-SNE). This fact inspired one of
the domain experts in our team to reflect on his feature selection,
thinking about ways to make the features more informative in order
to improve class separability.

6 CONCLUSION
We empirically compile a set of high-level tasks that are common
in classifier design, complementing previous goal characterizations
for visualization-assisted machine learning [32]. To address these
tasks, we present a system named ClaVis, that helps users easily
train tens to hundreds of different classifiers, visually compare
them, find appropriate hyperparameters, and better understand hy-
perparameters and their effects. Our case studies demonstrate that
ClaVis is an effective support for various tasks related to classifier
engineering and analysis. As with all work, our approach comes
with a specific focus and several limitations, which we discuss in
the following.

Contrary to some related work [10, 14, 33, 41], we focus on a
flexible solution for classifier developers that are tech-savvy and
want to implement their own code. This focus comes at the cost
of guidance and usability. We include plugins for many classifier
algorithms and various datasets to allow for a quick start and to
provide baselines. Own plugins can be shared with colleagues or
students for reproducible results. While it may take some time to
learn all features of ClaVis, we are confident that it will cover most
use cases and that it can be extended for even more.

At the same time, we are optimistic that – with some additional
usability engineering – the approach can also be useful for other
target audiences. For instance, we conducted an initial study with
students, in which we wanted to understand the approach’s value
for learning and education (details in our supplementary material).
We presented ClaVis in a machine learning class to 16 students and

collected qualitative feedback regarding their subjective judgments
on utility, usability, and understandability. They generally agreed
that an approach like ClaVis is helpful for studying and better un-
derstanding the machine learning models they were taught in class,
as it gives them an easy way to experiment and play around with
different datasets and hyperparameters. The students also pointed
out how we could improve ClaVis in the future, for example with
more guidance on how to use our visualizations effectively, an ex-
tension to analyze behavior on multi-machine clusters, and adding
visualizations for domain-specific data such as word embeddings.
We leave a broader, quantitative usability study for future work.

There are limitations in terms of the perceptual scalability of
our visualizations and the computational effort required to produce
them. Multiple factors may impact the performance of our system,
namely the number of classifiers and the size of the predictions,
which is proportional to the number of classes and samples in the
dataset. We tested our visualizations with more than a thousand
classifiers shown at once. While it was still usable performance-
wise, some views such as the ranking cannot present that amount
of information and still be readable. We address this limitation by
providing ways to sort, filter, and group classifiers, which allow
the user to focus on interesting subsets and reduce the amount
of visual clutter. Some views, for example the similarity map and
the scatterplot, can still reveal coarser patterns while showing the
complete data. The size of the predictions impacts the time and
memory required to produce the projections for the similarity map.
To avoid long waiting times, we compute the projections in the
background while the user can already examine all other views.
With a larger number of classes, confusion matrices become hard
to read. We still found them to show useful patterns with hundreds
of classes or more. In our dataset view, we use colors to encode the
class of each sample. Since humans are unable to easily distinguish
more than a few colors, we found it hard to detect patterns such as
class overlaps, although highlighting a class helps.

Currently, our implementation is limited to classification. Views
such as the ranking, scatterplot, similarity map, and history can
be easily adapted to other problems, while parts such as the confu-
sion matrices can be replaced by problem-specific visualizations.
Thereby, ClaVis could be extended to other machine learning do-
mains such as regression or sequence-to-sequence transformation.
In principle, our approach could support any comparison problem
for which scores can be produced. Adding an interactive selec-
tion of multiple groups of classifiers would allow users to analyze
them in juxtaposed views or see visually encoded differences. We
could further extend our confusion matrices, for example to display
the samples that are misclassified or classified differently by two
classifiers on demand.
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